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Abstract
Autoimmune disorders belong to a diverse class of diseases whose clinical complexity and unknown
causes make them difficult to treat. Gene therapy has recently emerged as a therapeutic that promises to
overcome several drawbacks that plague current immunosuppressive treatments. This review examines
possible gene therapy approaches to treat multiple sclerosis (MS), a demyelinating autoimmune disease,
and concludes that gene therapy using anti-inflammatory cytokine treatments and synthetic controlled
release systems should be further investigated for use in treating MS. The available literature indicates
that the specificity, safety, and sustained effects of gene therapy approaches can be enhanced through the
use of an appropriate vector, and that controlled-release systems such as polymeric microspheres (such as
those manufactured with poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) and comparable polymers) are particularly
well-suited for this purpose.

v
Executive Summary

Autoimmune disorders are complex and poorly understood diseases which occur when the immune
system goes haywire and destroys the host’s own tissues. As no one knows the root cause of these
diseases, treatments are usually palliative rather than curative, and must be based on the little information
that clinicians have on autoimmune pathology. Current treatments rely on intensive steroid regimens that
produce general immunosuppression and severe side effects. This review examines the possible
applications of gene therapy in a single autoimmune disease, multiple sclerosis (MS), and evaluates the
feasibility of using a synthetic, controlled-release gene delivery system to carry out this treatment.
Although gene therapy is still in experimental stages, it has progressed to clinical trials in several cases
and promises to emerge on a large-scale basis. Gene therapy, which regulates the expression of defective
genes to mediate its effects, has been shown to be largely safe, specific, and long-lasting. Yet this
technology suffers from two major setbacks. Many commonly-used gene delivery vehicles (e.g., viruses)
are inherently immunogenic, leading to adverse reactions and limited effectiveness; and, of the nonimmunogenic gene therapy systems available, many suffer from relatively low efficiency.
Fortunately, selecting a more appropriate gene delivery system can solve these two problems. Micronscale polymer beads, known as microspheres, have been in development for two decades. These
microspheres are not only biocompatible, which makes them safer than viral vectors, but also are
completely biodegradable. Such systems can be targeted to specific tissues and can deliver DNA over an
extended period of time, which significantly enhances treatment efficacy. Using this delivery system in
MS treatment schemes could substantially increase the effectiveness of experimental gene therapy
treatments. Although such an application has not yet been tested, it deserves investigation to fully
elucidate its potential.
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1

Introduction

Autoimmune disorders belong to a diverse class of diseases whose clinical complexity and unknown
causes make them some of the most difficult diseases to treat. Affecting 3-5% of the U.S. population,1
autoimmune diseases are marked by a breakdown of the body’s ability to distinguish host tissue from
foreign, pathogenic agents. The resulting attack on “self” cells and organs can cause either organspecific failure or systemic destruction, depending on the type of autoimmune reaction. Clinicians
treating these chronic diseases face a great challenge: they must curb the haywire immune response while
keeping the non-destructive arm of the immune system functional. Currently, doctors rely on delicatelybalanced steroid regimens that produce general immunosuppression and curb the assault on self tissues,
but which create severe side effects and increase susceptibility to infection.1,2
Such challenges are driving researchers to seek more effective treatments. As scientists begin to better
understand autoimmune etiology and genetics, gene therapy is rapidly emerging as a prospective
therapeutic, given its potential to do the following:
<

provide sustained, long-term benefits;

<

target defective genes or gene products;

<

specifically modulate immune responses; and,

<

repair or partially alleviate existing damage.1-3

Despite rapid advances, gene therapy is still not a fully-developed technology. It is limited primarily by
safety concerns, inadequate knowledge of how genetic factors contribute to disease, and low efficacy. 4
Current understanding of gene manipulation does allow researchers to produce palliative treatments,
however, so gene therapy proves useful even in diseases with unknown genetic links. The observed
problems with the efficiency of gene delivery can in part be tackled by using synthetic controlled release
systems, which will be discussed in Sections 3.4 and 4.2 below.

2

Methods

An extensive literature search using the Medline database was conducted to gather current information
on autoimmunity, MS, gene therapy, and controlled gene delivery systems. Medline, which indexes
medically-relevant literature, is an appropriate source as this paper focuses on a medical problem and its
treatment. Searches using the keywords and subject headings “gene therapy,” “autoimmunity,” “multiple
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sclerosis,” “controlled release,” “DNA,” and “vector” yielded over 445 results. Those articles selected
from this pool were either specifically about MS or about gene therapy in autoimmunity. From these
articles, pertinent references were selected as additional sources for this review.

3

Results

Since autoimmune diseases vary so widely in pathology and manifestation, it is impossible to choose a
representative example. Even within a single disorder such as multiple sclerosis (MS), clinicians find
several types of disease progression, each with its own implications for treatment.5 Because MS poses
particularly challenging and unique obstacles to gene delivery, this particular disease will be the focus of
this study. But before we can further discuss gene therapy and begin to develop treatment approaches,
we must examine several key aspects of this disease.
3.1

Multiple Sclerosis: a Neurological Autoimmune Disease

As with other autoimmune disorders, no one knows the root cause of MS. The course of the disease is
well-studied, and begins when a subset of T cells become autoreactive and attack nervous tissue.
Normally, nervous tissue is “immunologically privileged”
and shielded from the rest of the body by the blood-brain
barrier (BBB). The malfunctioning cells infiltrate and
destroy this membrane, which allows a massive influx of
other immune cells and results in neuronal damage and scar
formation.6 As the immune system is exposed to novel
myelin proteins, infiltrating cells stimulate an even more
aggressive immune response, which causes demyelination
and interruption of nervous transmission,7 shown
schematically in Figure 1. As the disease progresses,
patients experience gross nerve loss, lesions of the spinal
cord and brain, and irreversible physical disability. 8
By far the most prevalent cell type in this arsenal is the
macrophage (MF),5-7,9,10 which functions not only as an

Figure 1. Demy elination in M S. T cells
signal macrophages (MF) to attack the myelin
sheath surrou nding nerve axons. Den dritic
cells (DC) exacerbate this process by
recruiting additional T cells and MF.

effector cell but also as an antigen-presenting cell (APC).
In the former capacity, MF induce a complement cascade, which destroys target oligodendrocytes as
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well as neighboring “innocent bystander” cells. As APC, MF indirectly propagate tissue destruction by
inducing the activation of newly-recruited lymphocytes. In either role, activated MF produce IFN-g,
TNF-a, and IL-12, proinflammatory cytokines which serve to activate and recruit additional lymphocytes
as well as to enhance MF function.7,9,11
A more potent APC is the dendritic cell (DC), which functions solely to activate and maintain immune
responses. DC are able to stimulate T cells more effectively than any other known APC, and are thus
critical regulators of immune function.12,13 In fact, Link et al. propose that DC are even responsible for
stimulating the initial autoreactive T cells in MS as well as in other autoimmune disorders,14 a theory that
cannot be undermined. Were DC to definitely mediate such an action, their roles in autoimmunity would
be even more significant than those currently known. DC determine whether a TH 1 (inflammatory) or
TH 2 (humoral) response predominates, as different types of DC produce either pro-inflammatory (IFN-g,
TNF-a, IL-12) or anti-inflammatory (IL-10, IL-4) cytokines that skew the immune response in one
direction.14-16 This ability to help determine the nature of the immune response is especially noteworthy
– several types of autoimmune disorders (including MS) are mediated by an overzealous inflammatory
response. Could malfunctioning DC be largely responsible for this result? This and other questions are
still unresolved, but it is nonetheless clear that these cells play a critical role in normal as well as
abnormal immune function.
3.2

Why MS Presents Particular Challenges to Therapy

MS is known to be a chronic inflammatory disease in which patients exhibit elevated levels of proinflammatory cytokines.6,7,9,14,16-18 This overabundance of proinflammatory cytokines clearly skews the
immune response toward a TH 1 bias, an imbalance that is thought to be the culprit behind many
autoimmune diseases in addition to MS.
Traditional therapy relies on the use of drugs that dampen the inflammatory immune response and, as
mentioned in Section 1, downregulate the entire immune system and cause highly undesirable side
effects. The BBB, however, presents an added challenge to treatment. Its non-polar character prevents
large, charged molecules – namely proteins, drugs, and DNA – from passing from systemic circulation
into the central nervous system (CNS) and thus prohibits these molecules from acting at the injury site,
where they are most needed.11 Furthermore, MS is a chronic disease, and any successful treatment must
confer long-lasting protection, a feat that is difficult to achieve even with current treatment regimens.
A fairly recent development in MS treatment involves the administration of IFN-b, an anti-inflammatory
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cytokine that serves to inhibit IL-12 production by DC, curb levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and
reduce the number of autoreactive T cells and MF.8,9,11,15,18 IFN-b demonstrates noticeable amelioration
of symptoms, but suffers from the same complications discussed above – it requires frequent, chronic
administration and is unable to cross the BBB.9,19 Such persistent problems compelled researchers to
investigate gene therapy applications in autoimmune disease treatments.
3.3

Gene Therapy Approaches to Treating MS

As mentioned previously, gene therapy is particularly well-suited to target autoimmune diseases and to
lessen their severity, yet one of the main obstacles to this technology’s success is a lack of efficacy.
Organisms have evolved to reject foreign DNA, with reason: were there no mechanisms preventing
foreign DNA from integrating into the host genome, we would all contain copies of the DNA found in
the food we eat (which as one can
imagine, would be disastrous).
Furthermore, the BBB prevents
even free DNA molecules (“naked
DNA”) from accessing nervous
tissue.
In recent years, researchers have
formulated a number of
approaches to treat the different
facets of MS. The focus,
administration, and success of
these treatments varies widely.
Each mechanism is capable of

Figure 2. M echanisms of DNA transfer and expression. (A) P lasmid
DNA is incorporated into an appropriate vector system – viruses, polymer
spheres, etc. (B) Vectors containing DNA cross the target cell membrane
to the cell interior. (C) Plasmid DNA travels to the nucleus as it is released
from its carrier. (D) Gene expression begins in the nucleus. (E) The gene
product is manufactured by the cell and mad e available to med iate
therapeutic effects. Adapted from Luo and Saltzman, 2000.20

introducing a range of genes (see
Figure 2 for a brief depiction of
how this works), which investigators choose according to the aspect of MS they wish to target. One of
the most popular experimental approaches uses genetically-engineered cells to reduce disease severity.
Cells of interest – either T cells or DC – are removed from a patient’s
body and cultured in a petri dish, where researches engineer these cells to produce various therapeutic
compounds, usually anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IFN-b, IL-10, or IL-4.11,16,21-23 These chimeric
cells are then re-introduced into the host, where they function as delivery vehicles for gene products.
There is no further transfer of DNA into other cells of the body, which lends an added safeguard to the
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procedure. Some cells are even fitted with regulatory promoters to further control gene expression.
Frequent administration of a therapeutic is no longer necessary, as the engineered cells only need to be
replaced every few months or years. Such ex vivo procedures are almost prohibitively expensive,
however, require stringent sterility requirements, and cannot be readily implemented on a larger scale.
Some researchers use viruses, gutted of their own nucleic acids and infused with the gene(s) of interest,
as a means to get DNA into cells.11,24 Viruses are much more cost-effective than cellular vectors and can
be easily stored, transported, administered and scaled-up for widespread use. Different viruses
(retroviruses, adenoviruses) will infect different types of cells, affording researchers some control over
where their therapeutic genes are expressed.24 Although they are very efficient, viral vectors are innately
immunogenic and thus present safety concerns25 – an especially important point for any patient,
particularly for those whose immune systems are compromised. Adverse reactions can result and rapid
viral clearance can hinder delivery of therapeutic genes. Despite these complications, gene therapy
systems continue to produce promising results, but gene delivery needs to be optimized if it is ever to
reach the clinical sphere.
3.4

Synthetic Controlled Delivery Systems

Engineers have been investigating alternative drug and DNA
delivery vectors for two decades. One of the systems that has
come from this research uses biocompatible, biodegradable
polymers to encapsulate drugs or DNA in micrometer- or
nanometer-scale spheres (Figure 3). Appropriately named
“microspheres” (or “nanospheres,” depending on their size),
these particles degrade in the body over an extended time
period that can range from days to months.20,26,27 In addition to
being easy to formulate and administer, microspheres are very
stable and have a shelf life far exceeding that of viral vectors.
But what place does a controlled release system have in gene
therapy? A primary advantage lies in the polymers’
malleability. For instance, a microsphere sample encapsulating
a therapeutic gene could readily be formulated with a low
surface charge and a diameter of as little as 200 nm. Both
characteristics would facilitate crossing through the BBB and

Figure 3. Electron Micrograph of
Polymeric N ano sphe res. These tiny
(0.2 - 5 mm) plastic spheres can be used to
deliver drugs and DNA to specific tissues
in a controlled fashion. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Unpub lished image, H. Shen, A. Steck,
W M Saltzm an, Y ale U niversity & Cornell
University; April 23, 2003.
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enhance entry into target cells, increasing the efficacy of proposed gene therapy treatments.26,27 Also, the
sustained-release characteristics of such systems allows them to accommodate chronic treatment times.
Several authors have reported using the polymer poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) to manufacture
biodegradable microspheres.13, 26-29 PLGA is particularly attractive, as it is biocompatible, approved by
the FDA for use in humans, and breaks down completely into lactic acid and glycolic acid, two
compounds found naturally in the body. PLGA-based systems can be easily manipulated to tailor the rate
and release of the encapsulated substance, be it a drug, protein, or plasmid DNA, 26,29,30 and some of these
systems already have been used successfully to deliver drugs and proteins to the CNS.30,31

4

Discussion

Understanding the cause and progression of a disease is the key step in designing effective treatments and
cures. Genomic studies have revealed that the course and severity of MS are closely related to the
genetic makeup of the patient5 – yet another piece of evidence that supports the use of gene therapy to
treat this disease. But as the cause of MS is left mostly to speculation, researchers have focused many of
their efforts on characterizing MS pathology and on determining the major factors that contribute to
disease progression. Some researchers highlight an imbalance in immune responses and suggest focusing
on the restoration of that balance to ameliorate the disease,19 while others finger T cells9,21,24 or APCs14,22
as culprits worth targeting.
4.1

Affecting TH Cell Function by Targeting APCs

As mentioned previously, MS is regulated largely by TH 1 cells, so treatment schemes often seek to
modulate the activity of this subset. The anti-inflammatory cytokine IFN-b has demonstrated clinical
effectiveness and is a currently-used treatment for patients with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS).8,11 This
immunomodulator significantly reduces TH 1 cell numbers and lessens the frequency and intensity of MS
attacks; however, it must be administered subcutaneously every other day, has a short half-life, and
suffers limited efficacy due to the BBB. 9
A logical step in designing approaches for gene therapy is to introduce an IFN-b-coding plasmid into
host cells, effectively creating a long-term supply of this cytokine. Here is where the issue of tissue- and
cell-specific targeting comes into play. If we are to present the host system with an usually high quantity
of a specific cytokine, we must ensure that the patient experiences localized, efficient treatment with
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minimal side effects. A promising tactic lies not in directly targeting the TH 1 cells themselves, but in
targeting MF and DC. These types of APCs are particularly attractive because they are potent primary
activators of T cells and are capable of infiltrating the CNS and migrating to the site of injury.14 They
have naturally high phagocytic rates and readily take in particulate matter (including gene carriers), so
targeting these cells is quite feasible. Some researchers have already shown mildly effective treatments
mediated by in vivo-transfected APC. 32 As discussed, bioerodable PLGA systems are capable of
providing and enhancing the delivery characteristics just mentioned – localized, sustained treatment
along will cell-specific targeting.
4.2

Bioerodable Systems as Gene Carriers for MS Treatment

Several researchers have demonstrated that DC engulf microspheres both in vitro13 and in vivo.29 Since
PLGA microspheres are particulate, they indirectly “target” phagocytic cells such as DC and MF, but
researchers can increase sphere specificity even further by manipulating the spheres’ surface properties.
Particle size, surface charge, types of functional groups, and polymer composition all contribute to
differential cell uptake.13,27,29,30 By optimizing sphere properties specifically for DC and/or MF,
researchers can increase the efficiency with which these cells internalize PLGA particles and express the
encapsulated genes.
Externally introduced genes, whether delivered via viral or synthetic vectors, are not permanently
expressed in the host, although transient gene expression has been observed for up to 19 months. The
advantage that PLGA systems have in this respect lies in their prolonged degradation and release
profiles. While viruses are only capable of delivering genes in a single dose, microspheres continuously
release low levels of DNA as they degrade, extending DNA delivery for months and enhancing
prolonged expression. The biocompatibility of PLGA systems also ensures relatively low clearance of
the vehicle from the body as compared to viral vectors. And while viruses provide no DNA-protection
mechanisms once their cargo is delivered, PLGA microspheres have been shown to effectively protect
DNA from degradation once inside target cells, further enhancing gene delivery.
PLGA systems show great promise to aid the developing field of gene therapy. Gene therapy is able to
safely, specifically, and effectively mediate immune responses over the long term, characteristics that are
enhanced by the use of appropriate vectors such as synthetic controlled delivery systems. These
technologies show great promise in the treatment of autoimmunity, and should be further examined to
fully elucidate their potential.
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Abbreviations Used in This Paper
MS – multiple sclerosis
TH 1 – T-helper 1
TH 2 – T-helper 2
DC – dendritic cell
MF – macrophage
APC – antigen-presenting cell
PLGA – poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid
DNA – deoxyribonucleic acid
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Glossary of Terms
Axon

The extension of a neuron along which outgoing messages are transmitted.

Dendritic Cell A “professional” antigen presenting cell. Most of these cells are migratory; they are
highly phagocytic until mature.
Lymphocyte

An immune cell.

Macrophage

Lymphocyte that can act both as an antigen-presenting cell and as an effector (targetkilling) cell. Highly phagocytic until maturation, produce primarily pro-inflammatory
cytokines.

Myelin

The protective sheath that surrounds nerve cell axons. It is produced by specialized cells
called oligodendrocytes, and is necessary for signal transmission.

Neuron

The type of nerve cell responsible for transmission of signals throughout the body.

Promoter

Component of a plasmid (or genome) that regulates the expression of a given gene by
turning gene expression “on” or “off” in response to a signal.

T cell

A subset of lymphocytes that is further divided into T-helper (TH 1 or TH 2) or T-cytotoxic
(TC ) cells. So named because they develop and mature in the thymus.

TC cells

Subset of T cells that kill target cells. Positive for the surface marker CD8.

TH cells

Subset of T cells that, when activated, primarily produce cytokines to stimulate other
immune cells. Positive for the surface marker CD4. Some TH cells also kill target cells.

TH 1 cells

T cells that produce pro-inflammatory cytokines (such as IFN-g, TNF-a, IL-12), which
support the cell-mediated arm of the immune response.

TH 2 cells

T cells that produce cytokines (including IL-10 and IL-4) that support the humoral
(antibody-mediated) immune response.

